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To Be Given May 1

In accordance with previous announcement, departmental examinations will be given to members of the Senior Class this year. These examinations will be given. There will be a three-hour departmental examination covering the student’s major field of study. Each student will be given an essay type of examination with choice of questions. These questions will be of various positions. There will also be two three-hour afternoon examinations on the student’s major field. This will be a standardized examination for reference purposes. Students whose third quarterly reports do not measure up to requirements set forth by the university will be allowed to retake the examination. The students will be asked to demonstrate their ability and knowledge in their major field. The Registrar of Student Affairs will be glad to consult with any member of the Senior Class who has further questions to ask in regard to the examinations.

COLUMBIA DEAN
HITS METHODS OF LEGAL TRAINING

Believes Law Schools Are Producing ‘Young’ Attorneys

New York City—A C.F.P.—The Columbia University Law School’s Dean Young R. Husted, Jr., believes that law schools today are being trained to be young attorneys, and he believes that something should be done about it.

In his annual report to the president of the university, unusually critical this year, Dean Smith advises the faculty and the students that there should be more closely integrated work. He said:

“Government, political parties, and the public are increasingly measuring the efficacy of a law school’s effort to bring economic growth and agriculture within the frame...”

“Considerations of public interest and the public welfare are more and more in the adjudication of the courts, and the public must be consulted only for the application of the formula concerning private wrongs or obligations. The student must be led to see that more is involved than...”

(Continued on Page Two)

Plot to Snare Unwary Mayes is Suspected at Girls’ School

Hirtheo Unknown Bachelor And Husband Service Of The Plan Reveals Feminine Machinations.

By JOHN BERGEN

The Bachelor and Husband Service of the Faculty in the Campus Reveals Feminine Machinations.

For Saturday and the following day, the campus will be deluged with the usual espousals and flirtations. The Bachelor and Husband Service in the Faculty Room, which has been so much talked about, is expected to be largely attended by the students. The Faculty Room is expected to be largely attended by the students.

The Bachelor and Husband Service is expected to be largely attended by the students. The Faculty Room is expected to be largely attended by the students. The Faculty Room is expected to be largely attended by the students.

(Continued on Page Two)

BARD WILL HAVE UNIT OF AMERICAN STUDENT UNION

National Progressive Group Forming Student Union at Columbia, Ohio.

Following in the footsteps of many other schools and universities, Bard College will establish a unit of the American Student Union. This organization will be a federation of the student groups in the United States, and all the student branches will be affiliated with the national organization.

(Continued on Page Two)

Two Bard Victories
End Court Season

Freshman Fish Bite

Freshman Fish Bite

We hear that the Freshman fish bite was the best of the season. Webster says that last means the best but that it will bite. The Freshman fish bite was the best of the season. Webster says that last means the best but that it will bite.

(Continued on Page Two)

Violin Recital by Elias Dan is Well Attended

Miss Alice Kortshal Of New York Plays Piano Accompaniment.

More than seventy-five members of the college recently attended a recital given by Miss Dan. A large number of the faculty members were present.

The recital was attended by a large number of the faculty members. The recital was attended by a large number of the faculty members.

(Continued on Page Two)

Alumni Swamped In High Scoring Home Game 55-27

Niemann Scores 23 and Stearman 18 Against Alumns

In their final game on Saturday night, the Bard Varsity beat the Alumni team of the Freshman Gymnasium. Captain Niemann, playing for the first time, was the high scorer, counting twenty-three points when the ball was in the air for eighteen points. The Alumni team, led by Captain Pontanes, scored nine points on as many minutes, on as many minutes.

Friday night, the Alumni team was led by Pontanes, scored nine points in as many minutes, on as many minutes.

ENGLISH CRITIC IS CONVOCATION SPEAKER APRIL 8

J. Middleton Murry Was Editor Of Athenaeum; Now Edits Adelphi.

J. Middleton Murry, English author, critic, and poet, who will appear at the College Convocation April 8.

Murry, now in his middle forties, is a remarkably brilliant, who makes a sound in the literary world. He was appointed editor of The New Republic.

The painting was done by Tugend, now deceased. The works of this artist are rare, being only three or four years old.

Two of his pictures hang in the Metropolitan and one more is known as a painting of a painter’s scenic paper. Two of his pictures hang in the Metropolitan and one more is known as a painting of a painter’s scenic paper.

PICTURE DONATED

The painting hanging in the Faculty Room has been autographed, presented to the college by Mr. Tugend.

The painting hanging in the Faculty Room has been autographed, presented to the college by Mr. Tugend.
1000 PEOPLE SEE BARD PRODUCTION

The Bard Theatre production "The Wind and the Rain" closed in Saugerties, N.Y., on the evening of March 12 after a very successful run of five performances. The intimate setting of the Bard Theatre, from March 5 to 12 in addition to the four performances at the School, was a success with the audience and the Ragge.

On March 9, under the sponsorship of the American Legion of Rhinebeck, the play was given at the high school. On March 12, under the sponsorship of the French Club of Saugerties in the auditorium of the high school. It was the cooperation of these two organizations with the theatre that made possible the presentation of the play. The audience wasGranted by the City Council of Saugerties, New York, under the sponsorship of the French Club of Saugerties. The audience was

PLOT TO SNARE U'WRY MALES IS SUSPECTED AT GIRLS' SCHOOL

A forum convoked for March 5th, by Mr. Lehman explained that school officials followed by his police were present when they felt that the former student was planning to run away from school, slope, or commit something highly irregular. In fact, it is believed that the administration was motivated by the necessity to keep up a formal registration.

"It's a case of planning to run away, slope, or do some other foolish thing—" Detention hall! said the authorities. "We're looking for two mischievous junior-senior students who will admit to their home.

(Continued From Page One)

Work On Grounds

KELLY IN SPRING

(Continued From Page One)

Red Hook Lunch

Beer on Tap

Home Cooking

UNIFIED CLEANING

and DYEING, INC.

114-18 Sixth Street

Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

First National Bank of R.H., N.Y.

BUSINESS & NEW ACCOUNTS

SOLICITED

"IT SEEMS TO BE THIRSTY."
American Student Writs on Italian Universities

Tells Status Of Higher Education Under Mussolini

In Fascist Italy.

This is the first in a series of special articles written exclusively for The Bardian by College Press Jun., 1942 by Herbert H. Stier, a senior at Washington College in New Jersey. This article was written after he had completed a year of study in Italy and was published in the Spring 1942 issue of The Bardian.

Evidence of the government's clear thinking in leading the movement is Mussolini's specifications for the great university city of Rome, as he gave them to the architect, Piccinini, in 1922.

"Build at Rome, but for Italy and not only for the overcrowded period of architecture, but also for the centuries to come. Construct for what is already becoming the greatest out center of study in the Mediterranean, and construct for the architecture a modern and noble style of sculptural construction, like that of the works of Michelangelo, also relatively economical. Spend nothing, however, for useless ornament, but build rooms full of air and light, laboratories well-furnished, offices adapted to study and research, orderly and well-furnished libraries; and all commodities and heat, following the laws of hygiene and the necessities of modern science, in an atmosphere adapted to research, to study, and to serene meditation."

Sample Course Guide

"Roma courses" have been abolished in Italian universities by the royal decree that went into effect with the first of the year. Italian students, who have per-
haps been inclined to lean on the backs of their university education, who have in the past had no required courses except Latin and Italian, and who were coming to the belief that they charged American students that athletics are the most important part of the university experience, may suffer by the terms of the new decree.

There is reason for their concern. In the past student sports have been the only extracurricular activity, and they are a major source of income for the university. The heavy weight of foreign students, even Americans, in Italy has been increasing markedly in the past few years and is evidence of the progress that is being made.

Each Puff Less Acid

A LIGHT SMOKE

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO

For twenty-five years the research staff of The American Tobacco Company has worked steadily to produce a measurably flavor-correct—nicotine, a cigarette with a minimum of volatile components, with an improved richness of taste—a 'LIGHT SMOKE.'

We believe that Lucky Strike cigarettes embody a number of genuinely basic improvements, and that all these improvements combine to produce a superior cigarette—a modern cigarette, a cigarette made of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco—A Light Smoke.

Lucky Strike cigarettes are less acid

Recent chemical tests show that other popular brands have an excess of acidity over Lucky Strike of from 53% to 100%.

"TESTED UNDER INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL LABORATORY CONDITIONS"
We wonder if student protests and other actions against the reactionary and often selfless tendencies of the American society are in a democratic manner necessarily unnecessary. Perhaps it is this very attitude of authoritarianism and compulsion that is a contributing cause for so much of our social malaise. Perhaps it would be a great mistake to think that the non-serious and ad-lib observer-students would put up with so much rough stuff that creates so much confusion "outside" of our doors. If more of these students were more spirit and active student voices would participate in the basic movements, left-wing and right-wing, and have the opportunity to motifiate the stage.

To teach your lips your face your skin your hands—all this I love with all my might.

And I who love you so pray may I be
Oh why in hell don't you stay home at night?

—ELIZABETH HURSTON.

Philosophy

Peculiar music of the spheres

Wings down the harmony of years

To find that life is very strange,

To witness there eternal change

To feel the mystery of the breeze

To drink in color to the bone

To set the heart in balance

With skillful fingers give Full measure of the soul to free

The spirit and flower in a moment to be

Is full of harmony

The truth that gall and wormwood come

Into all the green plants

The secret of an instant, Which

And soft smile at gargle fate, and

And live before it is too late.

—E. M. R.

For One Drowned at Sea

Stray off, you fishes, every one.

That had his bones;

And you, old music, ease his charred body.

With changeful times.

Receive, you sea-woods, his hot

With green, cool hands;

And you, old cirque, bind him to part

In strong, clean bands.

Swirl up, dark currents—cleanse his mouth of lies,

Nor show his ruth;

And leave him to, drift his, his
tone seeing eyes

That saw no truth.

—H. ROBERTS.

Some things change man with an asking heart feeling

in the sea and all the cold sounds of death in Abel's

not hearing song of unseen birds

The calm, later noon and measuring on the white, while

In the blue sky, a plane

Homeward, without wayward roaring without ripples the smooth blue waters, some things change.

—GEORGE LA BELLE.

BARD WILL HAVE UNIT OF AMERICAN STUDENT UNION

(The continued Print from Page 1)

Robert E. Cutler is expected to receive his charter within the next month. While the formation of the American Student Union has been opposed by the administrative bodies of many colleges and universities, it was made possible by the fact that the administration here in favor of the students, even though they wear in their influence to articulate the official positions of the student body. The organization is expected that the newly acquired offices The B.A.R. office, which is in use, will be placed at the residence of the Executive of the Student Union.'

To the Editor of The BARDAN

Dear Sir:

Once again we have to raise a question as to whether these "students" who are "seeing through the darkness"" (the Vorpal gos who are "knowing the learners") are threatening to break the brittle terrors of the ocean, to make the world think of it?

I am sure we have seen how these sounds about were about. They are the kind of sounds and must be attended to the fantastically, not that police band usually dislike the latter.)

To be one of the gal-

ant seventeen who cut classes in the world, I really hadn't any opinion on the argument that the future forehand, but in a bit of writing I was thinking about.

"Well, I've formed one now and we're a like radical and un-

derstanding, inspiring the idea of waving our banner in the streets, that there wasn't one prepared before we got in to the Committee Chamber.

This had been a splendid effect on the people, many of them.

Oh! I discovered then, that there was a kind of congo element there was present, very radical at the same time, and there were laws that there would never be ad-

opted, and I never believe in the future use to which the measure means.

I truly swears I shall say that I knew what the life, that he had who conducted one Assembly. We find, we find,

that our.. enforcers, not another that in the public, is measured, is conformed, controlled by some standard, as the standard example, I think that all the conditions must adhere to any message which is not ready to public...

To make matters even more ridiculous, the non-conformists began to worry about the bills efficiency of the freedom of speech, basing their arguments on the very reason that they had to be according with the right to be talking."

"I am speaking before the National Assembly, which has in its joint session.

"The claim that a class bill is the only one that should be opposed to the bill's strict interpretation, the question this arises in what order or bar (and that we are in the National Assembly, and the bill has been passed by the Assembly for the benefit of many colleges and universities, it was made possible by the fact that the administration here, and in favor of the students, even though they wear in their influence to articulate the official positions of the student body."

"I am speaking before the National Assembly, which has in its joint session, and the bill has been passed by the Assembly for the benefit of many colleges and universities, it was made possible by the fact that the administration here, and in favor of the students, even though they wear in their influence to articulate the official positions of the student body."

"As we do not wish to become more rigid, something demanding more responsibility than the mere digestion of the injustice fuels face of the classroom.

TO COACH AND PLAYERS

ALTHOUGH this department prefers to know little or nothing about basketball, we wish to add or perhaps to the stewards we must be certain to come to Coach Akerman and the basket-

ball will do all in his power to see that the game is played in its proper spirit and to see that the stewards are satisfied.

We hope that the performance of the team in the last few contests will be a source of encouragement to the players, and that in future they will do their best by playing. It is not easy to put a team on the floor that is bound to win by any score, and to keep their heads up three or four times the size of Bard, and we hope that the tradition of New Palis, New Palis and other teams not by Bard this season, will in some way bolster the morale of a team that has just completed a season marked by hard luck and tough competition.
ATHLETICS

ALUMNI SWAMPED IN HIGH SCORING HOME GAME 55-27

The box score for the game is as follows:

BARD (55)

FG FT TP
Nieman, rf 9 3 23
Mass 1 2 3
Stearns, if 9 4 18
Burr 2 0 4
Scott, e 0 0 0
Grandin 0 0 1
Pickard, rg 0 0 0
Tate 0 1 1
Plifinger, lg 0 1 1

Total 25 9 31

ALUMNI (37)

FG FT TP
Masen, of 1 3 4
Puease, if 1 0 3
Everett, e 1 0 2
Davidson 1 1 3
Riccardi, rg 1 1 3
Baldwin, lg 1 1 2

Total 9 1 10

Referees: Kelch, time of quarters, 10 minutes.

TEACHERS FALL BEFORE HEAVY BARD OFFENSE

The Bard five, engaging in its seventh game of the season, defeated New Paltz Normal in a thrilling contest by a score of 43 to 33. The game was played in front of a capacity crowd with twenty-two points, while Normal accounted for eleven, with six made, Joe Pickard two, and Ray Flisanger one.

The Teachers took the lead at any period of the contest, while the Red and White, in a close first half, was never more than the lead of three points until the closing minutes of play when they surged to a seven-point advantage.

Stearns and Scott, respectively, began the scoring with a field goal on successive opportunities. After Scott and Mason had scored for Normal, Scott and Pickard made good their fourth and fifth points.

(Continued on Page 12)

FOOD

Red Hook

DRINK

The Right Pant. It Can’t Happen Here. And The Hurricane are the three most widely read books of the week.

Name other books by the author of the Last Puritan.

THE NOTION SHOP

Red Hook, New York

UNITED CIGAR SALES AGENCY

Stationery and Novelties—Gifts and Greeting Cards

The notion shop

Nuts and Candy — — Lindmark’s Lending Library

Laundry and Cleaning Service — — Ammunition

PRO-JOY Ice Cream Bar

Warren W. Rockefeller

Phone 45F5

QUALITY CLEANING AND DYEING PRESSING AND REPAIRING

Tri-Weekly Service—Monday, Wednesday, Friday

Beckwith Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Bard’s Oldest Cleaner

Campaign Agent: Louis Parent

UNITED CIGAR & DYEING, Inc.

114-118 Smith Street

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

SERVICE TO BARDIANS

Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays

Campaign Agent—JOHN THEIS

Potter 5

SPORTS

Elliott Rosenberg

While we can’t consider the very recent basketball season a success with only two victories and six losses, we can still examine the happenings of the season; it should be noted that our difficulties have increased each game.

Two years ago we lost to B.P.F., the record was 1-2-0; last year we lost to that team by 20 points, our record 1-1-2. This year we lost to the Alumni, 44-41. Last Saturday, the record was up to 3-1-2, we lose to the varsity. Last year, we lost to Hamilton, 63-26, our record 1-1-1. This year, we lost again. 35-15, a record of 2-1-1. The game low for Poughkeepsie was 42, low for New Paltz, 28-2, by 8 points. This year, we beat New Paltz, 28-2, by ten points.

New Rushing Idea

New York—A.C.F.—All students at Hunter College here wishing to join securities will have to pay $5 fees, for the privilege of being ranked under a new policy of the Pan-Hellenic Association.

The association will receive the money and distribute it to the securities to help them defray expenses of trying to enter the business world.

The final score was—Hamilton, 10; Bard, 15.

The box scores follow:

Hamilton (30)

FG FT TP
Pugh, rf 8 1 9
Cagen, if 1 0 1
Millman, e 6 0 6
Shinn, c 4 0 4
Carmen, rg 3 0 3
McMaster, lg 0 0 0
Gillette, lg 0 0 0
Sullivan, lg 0 1 1

Total 25 4 29

BARD (35)

FG FT TP
Nieman, rf 9 2 11
Cagen, if 3 0 3
Burr, e 3 0 3
Scott, e 2 0 2
Pickard, rg 0 0 0
Tate 0 1 1
Plifinger, lg 0 1 1

Total 18 5 23

Quality Cleaning And Dyeing

PRESSING AND REPAIRING

Tri-Weekly Service—Monday, Wednesday, Friday

Beckwith Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Bard’s Oldest Cleaner

Campaign Agent: Louis Parent

THE BARDIAN
THE BARDIAN

Bardinet

Some of you who are interested in the theatre of the ancient might like to know that Dr. Harry has been and still is giving readings of a few plays. Next Friday morn-
ing will be offered "The Frogs," which, if my memory does not fail me, was written by Aristophanes. The plays really are worth the time you might give them. The play which the Bard players re-
cently staged was excellently done. If you read the write-up which the Poughkeepsie papers gave the play, you might gather some faint idea of what I am trying to express. Quite remarkably the whole cast gave a good performance. The stagecraft was especially good, with an audience of one hundred and more three hundred people; this evening rather established a record. It might be that the production may be given by popularity. On the way, another sign of ac-
ing to that we again have Bock beer at our disposal. It is definitely as good a tonic as the old sulphur and molasses. I do hope that the sudden let-up or let-down in work will not come as too great a shock in the undergraduates. Of course there are some chaps on campus who in one way or another mean nothing-
ing. I would, of course, care to mention one or two of them. Potter I and there consult those who abide therein, certain things may be explained to you, which will make up that which I have just said. Did you know that if all the serics were laid and to be eaten in the dining room, they still would reach. Well, here I go again. I now have a match-book from Rochester and another from Cun-
ningham. Will someone kindly do something about this so we may see you at the dance or somewhere.

But Mr. Throckmorton

I know Miss Hepblewhite but I venture to say that by 1937 all the girls will be smoking them.

They're mild, you see and yet The Satisfy.

NEW FACULTY MEMBER

Mr. Cyril Quayle, an associate in history at New Col-
eges, University, has been given the chair of American and Modern European History at the University of Minnesota in the fall. Mr. Quayle is a member of the board of editors of the North American Historical Association. He has written on American and Mexican, and has written several articles on the subject. He has written in the field of American immigration and causes of prolonged closure of its out-

March 18, 1936

Ad About Nothing" reminds us of the indebtedness of both literature and science to imagination. "Would Darwin have framed the theory of evolution if he had not been for the imagery created by his chronic indigestion?" "Would Conrad have written his stories had he not been a hobo?" "How much of Poe's tales of mys-
ticism and imagination were due to his own hallucinations?"

Scientifically speaking, Dr. Todd reported that 100 experiments on students had revealed that emotional states reduce the stomach's ability to digest food. He was certain that increased knowledge of the humanities will lead to prolonged closure of its out-

Collegiate Review

"University life begins west of the Mississippi," says Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University in an interview with the New York Times. "A University of Tennessee co-ed decided the depression's over. She was named co-president of a million-dollar estate.

The New York board of aldermen has voted to add $700 Hunter College students when a college budget was burned at one stage. Two Yale University research workers have determined the exact atomic weight of a atom of sulfur to be 31.9186.

Among suitable objects for justifi-
ably hallowed, my Northwestern University co-ed, is the man who wins the race while dancing. Meal prices at Harvard will be upped 10 cents a week next year.